Toothless Tiger: Obama Bible Prophecy?
This will be just a very brief video on Tiger Woods' missing tooth and
this is a kind of an interesting story. He evidently attended, his
girlfriend, I guess, Lindsay Vonn’s, Alpine ski victory in Cortina, Italy
earlier this week. She set a record for the number of total World Cup
victories for women and that's quite an achievement. Now both have
been divorced so I'm not sure what they mean by being boyfriends or
girlfriends.
In any event, Tiger Woods
showed up with this missing
tooth. Now I say he showed up
because his publicist came up
with this fantastic story that he
was in a group of photographers
and as they rushed towards the
podium, one of the
photographers swung around
and knocked his tooth out. Well,
a lot of people think that's all
phony baloney because with all
those professional sports
photographers there, how come none of them caught a picture of Tiger
Woods trying to find his tooth on the ground or maybe some blood
coming out of the tooth socket? In any event, it looks like it's just
maybe some kind of a publicity stunt.
Several of my subscribers alerted me to this event because they know
that in the past I have equated the careers of Tiger Woods and Barack
Obama and there are quite a few similarities. They are both very
prominent African-Americans. At the time Obama was elected, they
were both at the top of their fields. They were number one in the world.
Secondly, of course, Tiger Woods is known as Tiger, that's his real
name, and Barack Obama, don't forget, is the Leopard in Bible
Prophecy.
And, as you can see from this picture from the cover of Golf Digest,
both are avid golfers. Of course Tiger is a professional golfer; however,
what is really scary is the skeleton ski mask that Tiger Woods was
wearing. Does that forebode an ominous future for Barack Obama? In
fact, I am surprised someone has not already made a video on
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YouTube saying that this is a premonition of a head wound to the
Antichrist! Of course, I do not believe Obama is the Antichrist;
however, Barack Obama is a loser in Bible Prophecy. Could this event
be a prophecy of Obama losing World War III as found in Daniel
chapter 11:40 or could it mean the end of the Leopard as found in
Daniel 7:6, or the defeat of both Obama and the United States as
found in Jeremiah chapter 50:44?
Now, in conclusion, I consider my co-prophecies as found on my
www.thirdeaglemedia.com website to be far more important than those
of Tiger Woods' missing tooth. And you should visit that site and you
should at least look at those four PDF files of Zachariah's End Times
prophecies as found in his chapters 12 through 14 and, it would not
hurt to download those pages because in these End Times, in the
Great Tribulation coming up, you will be looked upon as an expert in
these prophecies and there will be very few others because right now,
my prophecies of popular events, such as Tiger Woods, get a lot more
views than my prophecies of Daniel or Zachariah or Ezekiel. But, in the
long run, those prophecies will be much more important and you need
to understand exactly what those prophets are prophesying for these
End Times.
www.thirdeaglemedia.com/zachariah
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